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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

CRYSTAL ENGINEERING OF ASYMMETRIC AND PYRENE FUSED
ANNULENES FOR USE IN ORGANIC ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

Since the development of TiPS Pentacene, the use of trialkylsilylethynyl groups has
become a commonly utilized moiety for stabilizing, solubilizing, and directing crystal
packing of acenes and acene-like compounds, leading to the development of a well-defined
series of trends that aid in the prediction of crystal packing for the development of organic
semiconducting materials. While these trends have been extensively studied in mainly
symmetric linear systems, it is important to determine how, if at all, asymmetry of the
aromatic core affects these well-defined trends. This constitutes the basis of Chapter 2,
which explores the crystal engineering and physical properties of a novel set of
heteroacenes.
In Chapter 3, we address the effects of dynamic disorder within a crystalline
network, and explore the ways in which this disorder can be mitigated through the use of
directly silylated pyrene delimited acenes. By directly attaching trialkylsilyl groups to the
pyrene spacer, we eliminate the need for highly flexible ethynyl linkages to separate the
solubilizing groups from the aromatic backbone. This also allows us to further our
understanding of the ways in which these trialkylsilyl solubilizing groups can direct
packing and generate new and unique materials for potential uses as organic
semiconducting materials.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Preface
‘Organic electronic materials’ is a broad term used to describe both small molecule

and polymeric materials that are capable of transporting charge through a device. Small
molecule materials are of particular interest because of their inherent tunability through
traditional organic synthetic methods. Small molecule materials are often prepared through
cost effective, scalable methods. While organic semiconductor (OSC) materials are
unlikely to compete directly with crystalline silicon which exhibits a charge carrier
mobility (µ) on the order of 1000 cm2 V-1 s-1 1,2, amorphous silicon exhibits a µ on the order
of 1 cm2 V-1 s-1 2,3, which the vast majority of OSC materials can compete with. The best
contemporary single crystal OSC materials exhibit mobilities upwards of 40 cm 2 V-1 s-1,
and the best thin film materials exhibit mobilities on the order of 10 cm2 V-1 s-1. Though
the vast majority of thin film OSCs have been shown to exhibit charge carrier mobilities
of less than 3 cm2 V-1 s-1 which can directly compete with amorphous silicon for most
applications4–7. Additional advantages these OSC materials offer are their ability to be
processed onto lightweight, often flexible device substrates, through low cost, typically
solution based, fabrication techniques due to their inherent physical and chemical
properties. Further study of these materials is important and necessary to develop novel
OSC materials with charge carrier mobilities (µ) that can compete with amorphous silicon
for increased application beyond niche technologies.
In order to further improve these OSC materials, it is important to understand some
fundamental principles that affect efficient charge transport through organic
semiconducting materials. For the purposes of this thesis, the primary physical
characteristic we focus on when developing novel OSC materials is the crystal packing
geometry and the level of in-phase molecular orbital overlap between adjacent molecules,
a topic discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections. After appropriate crystal packing
geometry is achieved, these materials are then integrated into electronic devices. The
materials discussed herein were developed for use in organic field effect transistors
(OFETs) for which the primary figure of merit is charge carrier mobility (µ). While µ is

1

the primary value used for determining the quality and usefulness of OSC materials, it
cannot be directly measured and is thus dependent on characteristic properties of not only
the OSC material, but also properties inherent to device fabrication and architecture. The
scope of this thesis requires an understanding of the process by which µ is determined
which is discussed in further detail in Chapter 1.4. While the information discussed herein
covers a limited scope required for understanding the assessment of useful OSC materials,
more extensive reviews of the deeper intricacies of device optimization and µ
determination can be found in the literature2,8–10.
1.2

Importance of Crystal Packing
Unlike traditional inorganic semiconductors, where charges travel through wide,

highly delocalized bands, due to their covalently bonded crystal lattice, OSC materials need
charge to move through space from one molecule to the next. It is for this reason that crystal
packing plays such an important role in the development of new OSC materials. Because
charge has to move from one molecule to another in OSC materials, it is important to
consider the through space interactions of adjacent molecules within a crystal lattice. While
the physical closeness of the π-surfaces alone is not the sole factor in determining a
materials ability to transport charge, poor overlap of π-surfaces can lead to a precipitous
decrease in charge carrier mobility (µ) of a material. This is caused in part by fluctuations
in electronic coupling between two adjacent molecules (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Electronic couplings between adjacent molecules as a function of displacement in 3-D
space (Reprinted from reference 11 with permissions, © 2007 American Chemical Society)

As described by Brédas and coworkers in 200711 small displacements within the
crystal pack, along the long and or short axes of adjacent molecules (Figure 1.2) can lead
to significant changes in the electronic coupling (Vif) between adjacent molecules in a
2

crystal lattice. Equation 1 describes the rate of electron transfer (kif) via ‘hopping’, utilizing
Marcus Theory12. Looking at Equation 1, we see the direct relationship between k if and
electronic coupling (Vif), this underscores the importance of maximizing the value (Vif)
between adjacent molecules. This can be directly tuned through crystal engineering by
making strategic synthetic changes to the chromophore in order to induce changes in the
solid-state properties.
𝑘𝑖𝑓 =

2𝜋
ℏ

2

1

|𝑉𝑖𝑓 | √4𝜋𝑘

𝑏 𝑇𝜆

𝑒

−(Δ𝐺∘+𝜆)2
4𝑘𝑏 𝑇𝜆

kif: electron transfer rate

T: Temperature

Vif: electronic coupling
between molecules

G: Gibbs free energy

kb: Boltzman constant

: Reorganization energy

(1)

The work presented by Brédas further expands on this concept, showing that in
order to maximize Vif one must also consider molecular orbital (MO) overlap. The Brédas
group showed that sub-angstrom shifts in the overlap of adjacent molecules, along the long
and short axes (Figure 1.2), can lead to drastic changes in electronic coupling. This alone
reiterates the importance of achieving appropriate crystal packing to allow charges to flow
through the OSC material. While the more desirable 2-Dimensional crystal packings can
be achieved with well-established crystal engineering techniques, if appropriate MO
overlap is not achieved, Vif will not be maximized, and thus kif will be limited.

Figure 1.2 Long and short axis notation used to describe most traditional acenes and acene analogues,
here being used to describe the long and short axes of TiPS pentacene.

Because of this, one of the most important solid-state properties to consider when
designing a material is how an individual molecule interacts with adjacent molecules
3

within the 3-Dimensional space of the crystal lattice. Broadly speaking, the crystal packing
motifs of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) materials can be divided into two
subcategories; 1-Dimensional (1-D), and 2-Dimensional (2-D) packing (Figure 1.3)

Figure 1.3 Four most common packing motifs for PAH materials, showing both 1-Dimensional
(upper) and 2-Dimensional (lower) packings.

For organic electronic materials, it is often more beneficial to have a material that
adopts 2-D packing, as this allows for charges to move through the lattice along multiple
available pathways. Materials that adopt these 2-D packing geometries often exhibit larger
charge carrier mobilities (µ) and improved device characteristics making them more
suitable for uses in organic electronic device applications.

4

1.3

Static vs. Dynamic Disorder

Figure 1.4 View along the short axis of a) TiPS ATT, b) TES ATT, c) TBDMS ATT showing the
static flexibility of trialkylsilylethynyl groups within the crystal lattice

Crystalline disorder can be broadly divided into two types, static and dynamic
disorder. Static disorder encompasses most disorders modeled in an XRD CIF file. Packing
effects such as bond angle strain, randomized changes in orientation such as ring flips, and
many other variations that are not dependent on temperature all fall into the category of
static disorder. Figure 1.4 shows the static disorder observed in the XRD crystal structures
for 3 of the ATT derivatives discussed in greater detail in CHAPTER 2. We can see the
alkyne used to separate the solubilizing group from the aromatic core bends upwards of 13
degrees out of the plane generated by the aromatic core, depending on compound.
Dynamic disorder on the other hand include disorder types that are thermally
dependent, such as molecular vibrations within the crystal lattice. These vibrations are
often described as harmonic oscillations about the coordinates of the atom’s position as
denoted by the CIF, and can be mitigated by lowering the temperature. The work presented
by Warta in 198513 showed that ultra-pure naphthalene was capable of achieving charge
carrier mobilities (µ) on the order of 300 cm2 V-1 s-1 when cooled to liquid helium
temperatures. However, µ decreases precipitously as the material warms to room
temperature, measuring less than 1 cm2 V-1 s-1. This decrease in µ is caused in part by a
decrease in solid-state order induced by thermal vibrations within the crystalline network.
In trialkylsilylethynyl substituted acenes that adopt 2-D brickwork packing, the silyl groups
anchor the chromophores into alignment generating a linear channel in which the aromatic
backbones can orient themselves14. The lateral flexibility of the ethynyl linker coupled with
5

interlocking nature of the silyl groups causes the chromophores to vibrate along their long
axis within the crystal lattice, introducing a greater degree of dynamic disorder into the
lattice at room temperature.

Figure 1.5 Effect of dynamic disorder on cofacial tetracene (hydrogens removed for clarity, adapted
from reference 11 with permissions, copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)

Applying this concept to the work presented by Brédas detailing the importance of
precise molecular orbital (MO) overlap11, we can see that thermally induced vibrations
along the long axis can lead to a non-negligible shift in electronic coupling between
molecules. Figure 1.5 illustrates the effect dynamic disorder can have on electronic
coupling using cofacially aligned tetracene cores, maintained at a constant distance, and
allowing one of the tetracene cores to move laterally along the long axis.
Eggeman and coworkers in 2013 showed both computationally and experimentally
that TiPS pentacene films exhibit long axis vibrations that can induce up to 0.5 Å of
additional long axis displacement at room temperature14. For the tetracene cores shown in
Figure 1.5, a 0.5 Å displacement can cause a considerable shift in electronic coupling due
to the sinusoidal relationship between electronic coupling and long axis displacement.
Generalizing this concept out, we would expect to see similar effects on analogous systems
in which the π-surfaces are able to oscillate along the long axis. Eggeman and coworkers
were able to show computationally that TiPS pentacene molecules can experience upwards
of ± 100% deviation from the statically calculated electronic coupling with adjacent
molecules as the pentacene core oscillates ± 0.5 Å within the lattice14.

6

1.4

Organic Field Effect Transistors
Organic Field Effect Transistors (OFET) operate as an electronic switch, allowing

charges to flow between electrodes when the switch is open, but not when the switch is
closed. This switching is caused through the use of a three-electrode architecture, source,
drain, and gate (Figure 1.6). By applying a voltage bias between the source and gate
electrodes charges are allowed to flow, and when this bias is removed, charge is unable to
flow, closing the switch. Depending on the material utilized as the OSC, different charges
are able to flow through the device; p-type, which carry positive charges often referred to
as holes, n-type, which carry negative charges, electrons, or ambipolar, which are capable
of carrying both types of charge depending on operating conditions. Figure 1.6 describes
four of the most common device architectures for OFETs, devices described in Chapter 2.4
utilize a top gate, bottom contact architecture.

Figure 1.6 Generalized device structures of the four most common organic field effect transistors. a)
bottom gate, top contact; b) bottom gate, bottom contact; c) top gate, bottom contact; d) top gate, top
contact.

In order determine the merits of a fabricated device we often refer to a material’s
charge carrier mobility (µ) which describes the rate by which charges are able to move
through an OSC material and is most commonly reported with units of cm2 V-1 s-1. While
charge carrier mobility is the primary figure of merit used when discussing OSC materials,
it cannot be directly measured, and is dependent on factors intrinsic to the material studied,
as well as external factors including device structure, fabrication, as well as dielectric and
electrode materials used.
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Figure 1.7 Idealized a) device output characteristics b) linear region transfer curve, c) saturated region
transfer curve. (Reproduced from reference 2 with permissions, © 2018 AIP Publishing)

Derived equations 2 and 3 describe the method by which mobility can be
determined for a given material. Equation 2 derives µ from the linear region utilizing the
slope described by the red line in Figure 1.7b, and Equation 3 derives µ from the saturated
region utilizing the slope notated in red in Figure 1.7c. Ideally these two methods of
determining µ should produce the same value. However, calculations from the linear region
are more susceptible to reduction in observed VDS caused by contact resistances2.
1.5

Summary
As we continue to develop novel OSC materials it is important to keep in mind

fundamental principles that allow us to achieve higher charge carrier mobilities (µ). While
µ is dependent on intrinsic properties of both the material and the device, there are many
ways to fine tune solid state properties of a material in an effort to make it easier for charges
to move through the material. By utilizing a systematic approach to synthesis, we can make
small synthetic modifications to fine tune crystal packing and achieve a more desirable 28

D packings. 2-D brickwork packing allows for multiple pathways through which charges
can travel as well as increase the likelihood of optimized MO overlap. As we increase the
amount of in-phase MO overlap we increase the amount of electronic coupling between
adjacent molecules which has a direct effect on a materials ability to transport charge.
These fundamental principles outline the primary scope of this thesis. CHAPTER 2
addresses the impact of asymmetry on the well-established crystal engineering principles
used to achieve desirable crystal packing geometries, as well as report on the electronic
and physical properties of the novel materials reported therein. CHAPTER 3 outlines the
development of a synthetic route to generate directly silylated pyrene core that can be used
to synthesize a variety of pyrenediacene (PDA) chromophores and discusses the potential
benefits of removing the traditional ethynyl linkage often used to separate the solubilizing
groups from the aromatic core.
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CHAPTER 2. THIENOTHIOPHENE FUSED ACENES
2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
Preface
Since the development of TiPS pentacene15, trialkylsilylethynyl substituted

extended acenes have been a desirable class of compounds for use in a variety of organic
electronic devices as organic semiconductors (OSCs) due to their intrinsic properties that
allow them to be easily processed into devices through cost effective, scalable methods,
often via solution-based processing techniques15–22. The most successful of these
chromophores have primarily consisted of linear, symmetric, aromatic cores such as
acenes, acenodithiophenes, and aza-acenes15,23,24. The crystal engineering effects of
trialkylsilylethynyl substitutions have been shown to follow well defined trends correlating
crystal packing to the relative ratio between acene length and radius of the trialkylsilyl
group15,25. While there are many examples present in the literature affirming these trends,
there are very few that utilize highly asymmetric aromatic cores.

Figure 2.1 Anthradithiophene (left) and anthrathienothiophene (right) aromatic cores with positional
numbers notated. Dashed bonds indicate position of trialkylsilylethynyl substitution.

To address this issue, we aimed to modify the well-defined anthradithiophene
(ADT) core (Figure 2.1, left) where thiophene rings are fused to the central anthracene on
both ends, and synthesize its constitutional isomer anthrathienothiophene (ATT) (Figure
2.1, right), where both thiophenes are linearly fused to one side of the central anthracene
introducing asymmetry into the core. While thienoacenes such as thienotetracene (TT)23
have been studied, use of this thienothiophene moiety introduces a higher degree of
asymmetry. The degree of this asymmetry is discussed in greater detail in subsequent
sections.
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2.1.2

Effects of Asymmetry
If we think of the aromatic core as a hand, thienoacenes can be thought of as a hand

without a thumb, rotate the hand and there is very little that can differentiate one side from
the other. However, these new ATT cores can be thought of as hand with the thumb sticking
out, when the hand is turned over, the thumb can point to the left or right. This introduces
directional asymmetry that more distinctly differentiates one side of the core from the
other, potentially introducing orientationally preference within the crystal lattice. It was
also noted that these novel ATT cores are considerably smaller than other analogous 5-ring
aromatic systems with one half of the aromatic core being considerably shorter than the
other, introducing a greater degree of asymmetry.
When compared to other asymmetric heteroarenes, the ATTs reported herein differ
in their degree of asymmetry. As ATTs constitute a 5-ring system, it is best to view this in
terms of other 5-ring aromatic systems. The pentacene core15 measures 13.85 Å in length
and is divided into two equal naphthalene segments by the alkyne substitution position.
The thienotetracene (TT) core23 measures 13.75 Å, being divided into one naphthalene
segment and one benzothiophene segment by the ethynylation position. For TT, the
benzothiophene half of the core measures 0.075 Å shorter than the naphthalene half of the
core, a relatively minute difference when compared to the pentacene core. These novel
fluorinated ATT chromophores measure 12.87 Å in length, considerably shorter than other
analogous 5-ring systems. The ethynylation position also divides the aromatic core into a
naphthalene subunit and a thienothiophene subunit. The difference in length between the
two halves of these fluorinated cores is also considerably greater than in other asymmetric
systems, a difference of 1.01 Å between the two subunits.
We aimed to determine the impact this higher degree of asymmetry introduced by
the second thiophene ring has on our established methods for predicting crystal packing as
well as explore the changes to photophysical and electrochemical properties of this novel
asymmetric core.
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2.1.3

Stabilizing Effects of Heteroaromatic Annulations
Higher acenes, acenes with more than 5 linearly fused aromatic rings, typically have

smaller bandgaps and are expected to have electronic characteristics approaching those of
amorphous silicon17,18,26,27. However, a considerable problem inherent to the higher acenes
is their instability to ambient operating conditions which can lead to decomposition and
dimerization in a matter of hours17,18,28. In order to mitigate decomposition in these larger
acenes, often bulky substituents are used that stabilize the acene core. However, the use of
these bulky solubilizing groups is often not enough to fully stabilize these extended acenes
to make them viable for use in electronic devices 17–19. In an effort to sidestep these
problems observed in the extended acenes, much effort has been made in the use of
heteroaromatic cycles to extend the acene backbone of these small molecules to increase
the π-surface, while improving both stability and electronic properties26,27,29–31. Thiophene
annulation has long been established as a method for the development of larger π-extended
acenes while mitigating the stability problems that arise in acenes larger than
pentacene16,26. Much work has been done on acenodithiophenes, acenes linearly extended
in both directions along the long axis with thiophene rings, as well as thienoacenes, acenes
linearly extended in one direction with thiophene. Studies conducted on pentadithiophene
(PDT) showed that with the appropriate solubilizing groups, PDT exhibits increased
stability against dimerization and remained stable under deoxygenated conditions for
several weeks16, compared to analogous heptacene derivatives which decompose within
hours under analogous conditions28.
2.1.4

Crystal Engineering Effects of Fluorine Substitutions
Fluorine substitution on aromatic cores is ideal for crystal engineering due to the

small atomic radius, stability, and electrostatic properties of fluorine32–35. It is also ideal
because of the weak hydrogen bonding abilities of fluorine35–37, when compared with other
hydrogen bond acceptors. Additionally, fluorine deviates from other halogens as it prefers
C-FH-C interactions over C-FF-C interactions as is the primary interaction of other
halogens32,34, though the preference for C-FF-C has been shown to be dependent on the
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abundance of fluorine within the structure, and the presence of fluorine across a symmetry
center36.
2.2

Synthesis of Anthrathienothiophenes

Figure 2.2 General synthesis of anthrathienothiophene derivatives.

The general synthesis of the derivatizeable quinone 3 described in Figure 2.2 was
adapted from work recently published by Katagiri and coworkers4 with modifications to
improve yield and scalability. Once quinone 3 was synthesized, it was at this point
synthesis diverged from previous work through symmetric derivatization with
trialkylsilylethynyl groups at the 5,12-positions. The use of trialkylsilylethynyl groups to
improve stability, solubility, and packing of acenes is a well-established methodology15,
and it is for this reason these groups were utilized in the derivatization process.
Analogously to previous work on trialkylsilylethynyl substituted pentacenes, the
functionalization of the 5,12-positions of 3 causes increased - interactions and a
reordering from a herringbone type edge-face interaction to -stacked 1-dimensional slip
stack packing motif (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 Crystal packing of TiPS anthrathienothiophene a) view down c-axis, b) view down a-axis,
c) overhead view of molecular overlap for a single 1-D slip stack, compared to d) previously
published unsubstituted anthrathienothiophene (Structure obtained from CIF published from reference
4). Hydrogens have been removed for clarity.

Figure 2.4 shows the overall homogeneity between the fluorinated and nonfluorinated TiPS ATT derivatives. We see that each derivative yields a yellow orange solid,
that adopts the same yellow coloring once taken up in solution, and that each of these
derivatives exhibits both solid state and solution fluorescence to varying degrees, with DiFTiPS ATT exhibiting the weakest solid-state fluorescence. The optical similarity of these
compounds is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.5.
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Figure 2.4 Solid and solution-based appearance under ambient and ultraviolet light sources for a) TiPS
ATT, F-TiPS ATT, and c) DiF-TiPS ATT

2.3
2.3.1

Crystal Engineering and Packing
Achieving Beneficial Crystal Packing Through Rational Synthesis
Unfluorinated TiPS ATT adopts a 1-D slip stack (Figure 2.5a) wherein the silyl

group blocks the -surface of adjacent aromatic cores (Figure 2.5a, middle), preventing
any potential 2-D packing. Fluorine substitution on aromatic cores is a well-established
technique for reorganizing 1-D packings into 2-D brickwork geometries38. This method
has been utilized in previously reported anthradithiophene systems achieving 2-D packing
through the introduction of C-FH-C and C-FF-C interactions. Because of these patterns
observed in symmetrical ADT systems, we wanted to explore the effect fluorination would
have on this new asymmetric ATT core. Similar to ADT, mono- (2-) and di (2,3-)
fluorination allows the TiPS ATT chromophore to adopt a crystal packing motif much
closer to the traditional 2-D brickwork common in high performance transistor materials
(Figure 2.5 b, Figure 2.5 c). By fluorinating the ATT parent compound, we were able to
prevent the overlap of the silyl group with the π-surface and allow FH interactions to be
the primary driving force in the packing (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.5 Crystal structures and packing for a) TiPS ATT, b) F-TiPS ATT, c) DiF-TiPS ATT, and d)
F-iPDiPS ATT. Hydrogens have been omitted for clarity.
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Figure 2.6 C-FH-C close contact interactions in a) F-TiPS ATT, and b) DiF-TiPS ATT. Trialkylsilyl
groups have been removed for clarity.

Both mono- and di-fluorinated derivatives of TiPS ATT adopt a unique “slippedbrickwork” packing motif. Both of these fluorinated derivatives generate a bilayer of
aromatic cores, wherein two layers adopt well organized 2-dimensional packing, but are
then offset along the short axis from the adjacent bilayers (Figure 2.5 b, Figure 2.5 c). This
appeared to be caused in part by the bulkiness of the TiPS group. For this reason, the FTES derivative was synthesized, effectively removing a methyl group from each of the
alkyl branches of the silane. This however proved to be too significant of a change and
caused the packing to revert back to isolated 1-D slipstacks (Figure 2.7). F-TES ATT was
also the only derivative synthesized to date that exhibited C-FH-C interactions in a noseto-nose orientation. All other fluorinated derivatives express these interactions in a noseto-tail orientation.
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Figure 2.7 Crystal packing for F-TES ATT a) long axis view, b) short axis view (hydrogens have been
removed for clarity), c) close contacts for F-TES ATT.

Since use of TES prompted a far greater change in packing than desired, we aimed
to make a minutely small change to trialkylsilyl group in an effort to nudge the packing
towards a more beneficial 2-D brickwork packing. To satisfy this condition, we utilized
isopropenyldiisopropylsilylethynyl solubilizing groups (iPDiPS). Use of these iPDiPS
groups allowed us to make the smallest possible symmetric change away from TiPS, a total
difference of four hydrogens. The loss of these hydrogens induced a small enough change,
expanding the volume of the solubilizing group (Table 2.1) to allow F-iPDiPS ATT (5b)
to adopt a more traditional 2-D brickwork packing motif (Figure 2.5 d).
Volume (Å3)

Surface Area (Å2)

TiPS

199.54

216.77

iPDiPS

200.37

218.53

Table 2.1 Calculated volume and surface area for trialkylsilyl groups

2.3.2

Crystalline Order
Unlike other dithiophene systems such as ADT, and other asymmetric systems like

thienotetracene (TT)23, ATT exhibits a high degree of order within the crystal lattice
(Figure 2.8). ADT is routinely synthesized as an inseparable mixture of syn- and antiisomers 16,39,40 which causes a great degree of disorder in the lattice. The combination of
isomerism and long and short axis ring flips (see Figure 1.2 for long and short axis notation
as applied to TiPS pentacene) causes the sulfur atoms to be distributed across the four
‘corners’ of the aromatic backbone in a 1:1:1:1 ratio. Thienotetracene also experiences a
similar distribution of the sulfur atom resulting from ring flips across the long and short
axes with the sulfur presenting in the four corners of the backbone in a 1:1:1:1 ratio, though
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this is not adequately modeled in the published CIF23 visualized in Figure 2.8b. Conversely,
our ATT compounds showed no observable long axis ring flip, and exhibit a very small
amount of short axis ring flip, with observed ring flip ratios of 95.2 : 4.8, 97.4 : 2.6, and
94.5 : 5.5 for TiPS (Figure 2.8c), F-TiPS (Figure 2.8d), and DiF-TiPS (Figure 2.8e)
respectively.

Figure 2.8 Crystal structures, including disorder, for a) F-TES ADT, b) TiPS TT (structure) obtained
from published CIF from reference 23, c) TiPS ATT, d) F-TiPS ATT, and e) DiF-TiPS ATT.
Solubilizing groups and hydrogens have been removed for clarity.

2.4

Device Studies
Transfer integrals were calculated for the fluorinated derivatives of TiPS and

iPDiPS ATT, utilizing tuned B97XD/6-31G* with chloroform PCM (Figure 2.9). With
regard to F-TiPS ATT, we see from the crystal packing (Figure 2.5 b) that the molecule
adopts a ‘slipped-brickwork’ packing motif, where in one brickwork bilayer is offset from
adjacent bilayers. While we would expect this to have a negative impact on electronic
coupling between layers, the calculated transfer integrals show a relatively large degree of
electronic coupling between adjacent brickwork bilayers, implying that the 2-D nature of
the packing is not broken by this slip. After utilizing the iPDiPS group, we observe more
homogenous, symmetrical couplings characteristic of traditional 2-D packing materials.
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Figure 2.9 Calculated transfer integrals for a) F-TiPS ATT, and b) F-iPDiPS ATT calculated using
tuned B97XD/6-31G* with chloroform PCM, corresponding dimers are notated on the right.

OFET devices were fabricated in a bottom-gate, top-contact geometry on a silicon
wafer using Cytop as the dielectric. Materials were deposited through a two-step spin
coating at a concentration of 10 mg mL-1 first being deposited at 500 rpm for 10 s, followed
by deposition at 1000 rpm for 30 s. The devices were then annealed at 100 C for 5 min 40
nm gold electrodes treated with PFBT were deposited via vacuum deposition leading to
varying channel lengths of 30-100 µm.
µmax

µavg

(cm2V-1s-1)

(cm2V-1s-1)

Ion/off
F-TiPS ATT

0.135

0.095

105

DiF-TiPS ATT

0.009

0.003

103

F-iPDiPS ATT

0.102

0.076

104

Table 2.2 Device characteristics for devices made from fluorinated ATT derivatives that exhibited 2-D
crystal packing motifs.

The channel lengths across all devices varied between 30 and 100 µm, while the
channel width was maintained at 1 mm. Output characteristics for each of the materials
tested are presented in Table 2.2. For F-TiPS ATT and F-iPDiPS ATT, we observed higher
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mobilities in devices with longer channel lengths, which is indicative of poor contacts
within the devices. While all materials observed generally suffered from problems with
charge injection and contacts overall, they show promise, and with further device
optimization may well have the potential to exhibit even higher mobilities than observed
in this study. Further device optimization is ongoing and devices are actively being
fabricated and tested utilizing various active layer deposition techniques.
2.5

Optical and Electrochemical Properties
When looking at the absorbance data for these novel ATT derivatives, we see that

the max of these ATT derivatives are considerably blue-shifted relative to other 5 ring
aromatic systems (Figure 2.10). Where ADT has a max analogous to TiPS tetracene (535
nm), ATT derivatives have a max part way between TiPS anthracene (441 nm) and TiPS
tetracene. We also observe little to no characteristic blue-shift with fluorinated ATTs
compared to their unfluorinated parent compounds (Table 2.3). This implies that the
external thiophene ring is participating less in the aromatic backbone than it does in other
analogous 5-ring heteroarene systems, behaving more as an alkene buffer, somewhat
isolating the 2- and 3- positions from the rest of the aromatic core. From a crystal
engineering perspective, this proved to be very useful as we were able to make synthetic
changes to drive crystal packing without fundamentally changing the characteristics of the
aromatic core.
TiPS ATT (4a)

F-TiPS ATT (5a)

DiF-TiPS ATT (6a)

F-TES ADT

max (nm)

493

493

491

525

Eopt (eV)

2.49

2.49

2.49

2.31

Eox (meV)

624

638

718

564

Table 2.3 Measured optical and electrochemical values for various ATT derivatives compared to FTES ADT. CV were run in 0.1 M Bu4NH4PF6 in DCM with glassy carbon working, aluminum
counter, and Ag/AgCl in 3 M NaCl reference electrodes and E Ox is referenced to Fc/Fc+ for each
compound. Absorbance and emission spectra were run in toluene at an approximate concentration of
50 µM, and Eopt is estimated from the intersection point of the absorbance and emission traces 41.
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Figure 2.10 UV-Vis absorbance traces of anthrathienothiophene compared to analogous 5-ring
systems taken with toluene as the solvent. Solutions were prepared in toluene at an approximate
concentration of 50 µM for each compound.

With regard to photostability (Figure 2.11), we observed that moving the annulation
position of the second thiophene led to a considerable increase in photostability comparing
TiPS ATT with TES ADT. Comparing the fluorinated derivatives of these compounds, we
observed a nominal increase in photostability.

Figure 2.11 Comparative stability study of ATTs vs. ADTs under constant 350 nm irradiation over 2
hours. Solutions were prepared in toluene at an approximate concentration of 50 µM for each
compound.

While we don’t see much change in the optical absorbance of fluorinated and nonfluorinated ATT derivatives like we do in other dithiophene systems (Table 2.3), we do
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observe a slight, but noticeable change in the redox properties. With the addition of one
fluorine (5a), we observe a 14 meV shift in the oxidation potential, and a 94 meV shift with
the addition of a second fluorine (6a).
2.6

Summary
Even though the novel anthrathienothiophene derivatives presented herein are

constitutional isomers of anthradithiophenes, they exhibit considerably different optical,
electronic, and crystallographic properties when compared to ADT and other 5-ring
aromatic systems. Fluorination of the core at the 2-, and 3- positions did not result in the
characteristic blue shift we would expect to observe in the absorbance spectra however,
fluorination at these positions did result in a noticeable, though significantly smaller than
expected shift in EOx. This pseudo-isolated nature of the outer thiophene ring allowed us to
make synthetic modifications to the core in order to tailor the crystal packing without
fundamentally changing the optical and electronic characteristics of the material.
By introducing a higher degree of asymmetry into the aromatic core, we were able
to generate crystal lattices with a high degree of order, displaying very small ring flip ratios,
especially when compared to other symmetric and asymmetric heteroarene systems. By
reducing the ring flip ratios, we generate highly ordered crystal lattices through which
charges are able to move. The introduction of asymmetry also led to the adoption of a
unique ‘slipped-brickwork’ packing observed in F-TiPS and DiF-TiPS ATT derivatives.
While we would expect this bilayer slip to negatively impact electronic coupling,
calculated transfer integrals showed a high degree of coupling between adjacent bilayers,
implying that the 2-D brickwork nature of the packing is maintained.
The use of this thienothiophene moiety offers us a new route for the development
of asymmetric heteroacenes to analogue the extended acenes. The pseudo-isolated nature
of the 2- and 3- positions allowed us to fine tune the solid-state properties of these
compounds through strategic derivatization of a common aromatic core without
fundamentally changing the optoelectronic characteristics of the material. This also allows
us to systematically and subtly adjust the crystal packing and control the π-surface overlap
to generate traditional and unique 2-D packing motifs.
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While the charge carrier mobilities observed are modest, further device
optimization is expected to lead to higher mobilities as all devices fabricated for this study
suffered from poor contacts and difficulties with charge injection. The devices presented
in this thesis represent preliminary device studies, and further optimization of fabrication
is ongoing.
2.7

Experimental
All chemicals utilized in the synthesis were purchased from commercial venders

and used without additional purification unless otherwise stated. Bulk solvents were
purchased from VWR, while anhydrous, stabilizer free, THF was purchased from SigmaAldrich. NMR spectra were measured on either 400 MHz Bruker or 500 MHz JEOL
spectrometer, and all chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to their indicated
deuterated solvents. UV-Vis absorbance and fluorescence were measured with Agilent
Cary 60 UV-vis spectrometer and StellarNet Inc. fluorimeter respectively. Crystal
structures were collected and refined by Dr. Sean Parkin at the University of KentuckyDepartment of Chemistry using a dual-microsource Bruker D8 Venture -axis
diffractometer (MoK and CuK) with large-area ‘Photon-II’ CMOS detector.
O
S
OH

S

O

3‐{thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene‐2‐carbonyl}naphthalene‐2‐carboxylic acid (2):
In a 2 neck round bottom flask fitted with an addition funnel, 1.64 g of naphthalic anhydride
(8.3mmol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 33 mL of DCE. This solution was then placed under inert
atmosphere and cooled to 0 C. To this solution, 2.43 g AlCl3 (18.3 mmol, 2.2 eq) was
added in one portion and allowed to stir at 0 C for 30 min. In the attached addition funnel,
2 g of thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (8.3 mmol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 40 mL DCE. This solution
was then added dropwise while maintaining the solution temperature at 0 C. After all the
thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene solution was added, the resulting reaction mixture was allowed to
warm to room temperature overnight. The solution was quenched with 10% HCl and the
resulting precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration and washed with water followed
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by MeOH to yield 3.34 g (69%) of a white powder. 1H NMR (400 MHz; DMSO-d6): δ
13.24 (s, 1H), 8.65 (s, 1H), 8.23-8.21 (m, 1H), 8.20 (s, 1H), 8.13-8.11 (m, 1H), 7.99 (d, J
= 5.3 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (d, J = 0.6 Hz, 1H), 7.76-7.73 (m, 2H), 7.57 (dd, J = 5.3, 0.6 Hz, 1H).
13C

NMR (101 MHz; DMSO): δ 189.7, 167.7, 145.9, 145.0, 139.6, 136.9, 135.0, 133.9,

132.9, 131.7, 129.54, 129.51, 128.93, 128.86, 128.68, 128.48, 128.31, 121.0. MALDI-TOF
calcd for C18H10O3S2 (M+) m/z = 338.007, found 338.210
O
S

O

S

Anthra[2,3-b]thieno[2,3-d]thiophene-5,12-dione (3):
A 100 mL round bottom flask was charged with 2.50 g (7.38 mmol) of 2. In a separate
beaker, 50 mL of polyphosphoric acid was preheated until free-flowing and added to the
round bottom containing compound 2. The resulting mixture was then heated and swirled
until a homogenous deep purple solution was achieved, at which point the flask was loosely
stoppered and placed in an aluminum heating mantle and heated to 115 C for 24 h. The
hot acid mixture was then poured over 700 mL ice water and the flask was rinsed with DI
water until all of the mixture was transferred and the resulting precipitate was allowed to
stir for 2 h while it warmed to RT. The precipitate was then extracted via Soxhlet column
extraction with EtOAc as the eluting solvent until extraction produced no more yellow
color. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the resulting solid was
collected by filtering with MeOH to yield 2.15 g (91%) of a fluffy yellow solid. 1H NMR:
insoluble.

13C

NMR: insoluble. MALDI-TOF calcd for C18H8O2S2 (M+) m/z = 319.997,

found 320.209
General Method for ethynylation of quinone 3:
In a flame dried round bottom flask, cooled under N 2, (5 eq) trialkylsilylacetylene was
dissolved in anhydrous THF (0.25 M wrt acetylene), and cooled to 0 C. To this solution,
(4.8 eq) of 1 M LiHMDS solution was added slowly. The resulting solution was allowed
to stir at 0 C for 30 min. To this solution, and (1 eq) of anthrathienothiophene quinone (3)
was then added in one portion, and the solution was allowed to slowly warm to room
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temperature. The reaction mixture was then quenched with a saturated solution of
SnCl2•2H2O in 10% HCl. This solution was allowed to stir at RT overnight. The solution
was then extracted into hexanes and washed with brine. The organic layer was dried with
MgSO4 and passed through a pad of silica and eluted with Hexanes (Rf = 0.3).
Si

S

S

Si

5,12-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene (4a):
0.47 g (70%) of a bright orange solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.21 (s, 1H), 9.04 (s,
1H), 8.06 (ddd, J = 9.6, 6.3, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.71 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H), 7.53 (dd, J = 6.6, 3.2 Hz,
2H), 7.38 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H), 1.33 (m, 42H). 13C NMR (101 MHz; CDCl3): δ 146.7, 139.9,
134.1, 133.9, 131.96, 131.88, 131.73, 129.9, 128.9, 128.58, 128.53, 126.10, 126.04,
125.96, 124.6, 120.3, 115.8, 112.4, 106.6, 105.3, 103.7, 102.6, 19.12, 19.04, 11.79, 11.61.
MALDI-TOF calcd for C40H50S2Si2 (M+) m/z = 650.289, found 650.393. mp: 219.17 C,
determined by DSC. Structure confirmed by XRD.

Si

S

S

Si

5,12-bis(isopropyldiisopropenylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene (4b):
1H

NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.21 (d, J = 0.5 Hz, 1H), 9.05 (d, J = 0.4 Hz, 1H), 8.10—

8.04 (m, 2H), 7.72 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 7.56—7.51 (m, 2H), 7.38 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 5.92
(ddq, J = 9.4, 3.2, 1.6 Hz, 2H), 5.83 (dq, J = 3.0, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 5.77 (dq, J = 3.0, 1.4 Hz,
1H), 2.10 (dt, J = 10.9, 1.5 Hz, 6H), 1.38—1.23 (m, 28H). 13C NMR (101 MHz; CDCl3):
δ 146.9, 141.09, 141.02, 140.0, 134.11, 133.98, 132.02, 131.93, 131.88, 129.9, 129.64,
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129.46, 128.9, 128.57, 128.53, 126.18, 126.12, 125.94, 124.6, 120.3, 115.8, 112.3, 105.2,
104.1, 103.9, 103.1, 77.5, 77.2, 76.8, 24.49, 24.36, 18.44, 18.37, 18.36, 18.28, 11.9, 11.7.
ESI-MS calcd for C40H46S2Si2 (M+) m/z = 646.2579, found 646.2573. mp: 202.85 C,
determined by DSC.
Si

S

S

Si

5,12-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene:
1H

NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3): δ 9.15 (s, 1H), 9.03 (s, 1H), 8.11 (td, J = 6.1, 3.2 Hz, 2H),

7.73 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 7.57-7.53 (m, 2H), 7.40 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 1.31-1.25 (m, 18H),
0.95 (dq, J = 27.7, 7.9 Hz, 12H). 13C NMR (101 MHz; CDCl3): δ 146.5, 139.8, 134.05,
133.99, 131.78, 131.75, 131.59, 129.4, 128.59, 128.43, 128.40, 125.96, 125.89, 125.69,
124.4, 120.2, 115.5, 112.2, 107.4, 106.1, 102.8, 101.7, 7.81, 7.79, 4.62, 4.61. MALDI-TOF
calcd for C34H38S2Si2 (M+) m/z = 566.195, found 566.661. Structure confirmed by XRD.

Si

S

S

Si

5,12-bis(tert-butyldimethylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene:
1H

NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.09 (s, 1H), 8.98 (s, 1H), 8.09 (ddd, J = 9.4, 6.3, 3.4 Hz,

2H), 7.71 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H), 7.55—7.51 (m, 2H), 7.38 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H), 1.18 (d, J =
7.0 Hz, 18H), 0.43 (d, J = 24.5 Hz, 12H). Characterization ongoing. Structure confirmed
by XRD.
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General Method for fluorination of the 2- and 3- positions of ATT:
In a flame dried round bottom flask, cooled under N2, (1 eq) of compound 4/5 was dissolved
in dry THF [0.02 M] and cooled to -78 C. Once cooled, 1 M LDA solution (4 eq) was
added slowly, the resulting crimson solution was allowed to stir at – 78 C for 30 min
before (5 eq) of NFSI was added in one portion. The resulting mixture was allowed to
slowly warm to room temperature overnight. The reaction was quenched with water, and
extracted into hexanes. The organic layer was then washed with water (3 x 100 mL), dried
with MgSO4, and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The resulting solid was
then purified by column chromatography with hexanes as the eluent (Rf = 0.43) for 2-fluoro
derivatives, and (Rf = 0.52) for 2,3-difluoro derivatives.

Si

S

S

F

Si

2-fluoro-5,12-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene (5a):
0.39 g (76%) of a pale orange-yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.16 (s, 1H),
9.03 (s, 1H), 8.05 (ddd, J = 10.4, 6.1, 4.5 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (dtdd, J = 5.7, 3.4, 2.5, 0.0 Hz, 2H),
6.92 (s, 1H), 1.38—1.29 (m, 42H). 13C NMR (101 MHz; CDCl3): δ 170.7, 167.7, 144.0,
135.12, 135.06, 134.4, 132.1, 131.8, 129.9, 128.66, 128.60, 128.49, 126.16, 126.12, 125.7,
124.8, 121.1, 115.7, 111.25, 111.22, 106.67, 106.66, 105.4, 103.5, 102.66, 102.54, 102.52,
19.0, 11.77, 11.59. MALDI-TOF calcd for C40H49FS2Si2 (M+) m/z = 668.280, found
667.977. mp: 295.93 C, determined by DSC. Structure confirmed by XRD

Si

S

S

F

Si
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2-fluoro-5,12-bis(isopropenyldiisopropylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene (5b):
1H

NMR (500 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.14 (s, 1H), 9.02 (s, 1H), 8.07—8.03 (m, 2H), 7.53 (dd,

J = 6.4, 3.0 Hz, 2H), 6.91 (s, 1H), 2.08 (d, 6H), 1.34—1.24 (m, 32H). 13C NMR (101 MHz;
CDCl3): δ 170.5, 167.5, 143.8, 140.6, 134.9, 134.2, 131.8, 131.6, 129.53, 129.40, 129.2,
128.30, 128.27, 128.18, 125.92, 125.88, 125.4, 124.5, 115.3, 104.9, 103.8, 102.7, 102.36,
102.22, 77.0, 24.13, 24.02, 18.10, 18.02, 17.94, 17.92, 17.85, 11.6, 11.4. ESI-MS calcd for
C40H45FS2Si2 (M+) m/z = 664.2485, found 664.2487. mp: 128.54 C, determined by DSC.
Structure confirmed by XRD.
Si

S

S

F

Si

2-fluoro-5,12-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene:
1H

NMR (500 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.07 (s, 1H), 9.07 (s, 1H), 8.99 (s, 1H), 8.99 (s, 1H), 8.09—

8.06 (m, 2H), 8.09—8.06 (m, 2H), 7.53—7.51 (m, 2H), 7.53—7.51 (m, 2H), 6.91 (d, J =
1.0 Hz, 1H), 6.91 (d, J = 1.0 Hz, 1H), 1.24 (dq, J = 5.6, 4.5 Hz, 18H), 1.24 (dq, J = 5.6, 4.5
Hz, 18H), 0.96—0.86 (m, 12H), 0.96—0.86 (m, 12H).

13C

NMR (101 MHz; CDCl3): δ

135.24, 135.19, 134.75, 132.15, 131.98, 129.61, 128.72, 128.63, 128.59, 126.28, 126.24,
125.74, 125.73, 124.83, 115.70, 111.25, 107.61, 107.60, 106.55, 102.95, 102.77, 102.66,
101.93, 100.20, 8.05, 8.04, 4.84, 4.81. MALDI-TOF calcd for C34H37FS2Si2 (M+) m/z =
584.186, found 584.282. Structure confirmed by XRD.
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Si

S

F
S

F

Si

2,3-difluoro-5,12-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)anthrathienothiophene (6):
0.165 g (34%) of a dull-yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.14 (s, 1H), 9.03
(s, 1H), 8.05 (ddd, J = 12.6, 6.2, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.54 (dq, J = 6.5, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 1.32 (m, 42H).
C NMR (101 MHz; CDCl3): δ 132.16, 132.04, 129.8, 128.79, 128.61, 128.50, 126.4,

13

125.8, 124.9, 116.0, 111.88, 111.85, 107.62, 107.60, 106.2, 103.2, 102.1, 19.09, 19.02,
11.74, 11.57. MALDI-TOF calcd for C40H48F2S2Si2 (M+) m/z = 686.270, found 685.982.
Decomposes before melting at 390.39 C, determined by DSC. Structure confirmed by
XRD.
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CHAPTER 3. 2,7-DISILYLATED PYRENEDIACENES
3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Preface
While we strive to achieve 2-D crystal packings, there are many factors that

contribute to OFET device performance beyond crystal packing. As discussed in
CHAPTER 1 and CHAPTER 2, crystal lattice order, as well as molecular orbital overlap,
can have a large effect on electronic coupling between adjacent molecules affecting the
materials ability to transport charge. It is for this reason that we strive to produce materials
that adopt 2-D, highly ordered, crystal packing motifs.
The use of trialkylsilylethynyl solubilizing groups have long been used to not only
stabilize PAH materials, but also to direct crystal packing. In the development of TiPS
pentacene it was found that with the appropriate ratio of solubilizing group diameter to
acene core length, approximately 1:2, 2-D crystal packing can be reliably generated. The
development of TiPS pentacene also showed the importance of spatially separating the
solubilizing group from the aromatic core as to not disrupt π-π interactions between
adjacent aromatic cores 15. While the use of trialkylsilylethynyl solubilizing groups have
proven to be incredibly useful in the development of OSC materials, the lateral flexibility
of the ethynyl linkage (discussed in chapter 1.3) introduces a new potential source of
disorder within the crystal lattice.
3.1.2

Benefits of Utilizing a Pyrene Core
In an effort to combat the stability issues of the higher acenes, the practice of

inserting PAH moieties into the backbone of extended acenes has become more common 42–
50.

While the vast majority of these pyrene containing compounds utilize extended N-

heteroacenes in an effort to simplify synthesis44,47–49,51, there have been some novel
compounds synthesized with all carbon aromatic cores43,46,50. However, these often contain
substitutions along the aromatic backbone. These substitutions occur in order to both
increase the solubility and stability of these compounds46, a technique common in the
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synthesis of traditional acene materials, as well as residual byproducts of the synthetic
methods utilized43,50.
The increased stability observed in these extended systems is due in part to these
PAH spacers breaking up the aromatic backbone, and have been shown to separate these
extended acenes into smaller subunits. Meaning that while we may generate PDAs with
many linearly fused rings (upwards of 60 linearly fused rings52), there is little to no
electronic communication across the pyrene core44,46,53.
By synthesizing the disilyl-pyrenediacene described in Figure 3.1 we will be able
to trim away all substitutions along the aromatic backbone while still employing the same
solubility and crystal engineering techniques developed since TiPS pentacene15. We
hypothesize that by removing the ethynyl linkers, we will mitigate the effect of the long
axis vibrations that are prevalent in trialkylsilylethynyl substituted acenes, as well as
maintaining separation of the solubilizing group from the aromatic core through the use of
a disilylated pyrene spacer (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Generalized disilyl-pyrenediacene (PDA) chromophore.

By utilizing a pyrene spacer, we satisfy the requirement of separating the
solubilizing group from the charge transport chromophore, while also eliminating the need
for a flexible ethynyl linkage introducing the potential for strong vibrational modes along
the long axis. In addition to this hypothesized increased structural stability, this disilylated
pyrene core will also allow us the opportunity to generate PAH materials with a large
number of linearly fused rings without the typical stability concerns associated with the
higher acenes (acenes with more than 5 linearly fused rings)18,54–58.
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3.2

Synthesis of a Disilylated Pyrene Core
As is the goal with most small molecule materials, we aimed to develop a simple

modifiable synthesis to generate a common aromatic core in which functional group
changes can be easily made to direct crystal packing. With previously reported on work
from our group synthesizing pyrenediacenes (PDAs) that incorporate trialkylsilylethynyl
groups on the acene backbone46, there was a template for achieving a functionalized pyrene
core.
3.2.1

Initial Synthetic Route to Pyrenediacenes

Figure 3.2 Initial planned synthetic route to a non-ethynylated PDA core.

Figure 3.2 outlines the initial planned synthesis for achieving a novel nonethynylated PDA chromophore modified from our group’s previous work synthesizing the
ethynylated derivatives. This was an attractive route initially, as it utilized well established
methodologies and offered easy branching points for derivatization. However, there were
immediate problems occurring in the methylation of compound 1-2. We observed the
primary product of this reaction was the debrominated 4,5,9,10-tetramethylpyrene, in low
yield (16%), caused from metal-halogen exchange occurring as a result of using excess
methyl Grignard as our methylating agent. This result remained unchanged even when
stoichiometric equivalents of methyl Grignard was used.
3.2.2

K-region Protecting Groups
To avoid the issues of metal-halogen exchange, we aimed to protect the K-region

(4, 5, 9, and 10 positions) of compound 1-2 in an effort to silylate the 2,7-positions of
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pyrene before attempting to benzannulate the K-region. Leading us to the proposed
synthetic scheme in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Proposed synthetic work-around to generate a disilylated pyrenetetraone precursor for
synthesis of pyrenediacenes.

Starting from a starting material well documented in the literature59–62, we aimed to
protect the K-region of compound 2-1 by forming the tetradioxane intermediate that could
then be silylated via metal-halogen exchange and deprotected under unfortunately harsh
acidic conditions to yield a disilylpyrenetetraone (2-4). After confirming the structure of
the starting material by XRD, compound 2-1 (Figure 3.4a), we obtained the dioxane
protected intermediate (2-2) in good yield. However, after multiple attempts at metalhalogen exchange with careful temperature control measures taken, we routinely obtained
the debrominated tetradioxane product in relatively low yields, 43% (Figure 3.4b). The
lack of stability for these two initial routes to metal-halogen exchange led us to consider
alternatives to metal-halogen exchange.

Figure 3.4 Crystal structures of a) dibromopyrenetetraone starting material, compound 2-1, and b)
major product of metal-halogen exchange reaction to yield compound 2-3 (hydrogens removed for
clarity).

3.2.3

Transition Metal-Mediated Routes
Figure 3.5 outlines a selection of transition metal mediated conversions attempted.

The synthetic schemes presented in Figure 3.5b and Figure 3.5c utilize more traditional
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palladium mediated cross-couplings, while the method described in Figure 3.5a was
adapted from work presented by Hartwig and coworkers 63–67 utilizing iridium complexes
to directly affix silanes. These methods generally benefit from electron rich starting
materials and low steric bulk to promote conversion. Due to the electron neutral nature of
the tetradioxane protected intermediates, and the sterically crowded transition states
required (Figure 3.6), no conversion was observed.

Figure 3.5 Attempted transition metal mediated silylation routes, after multiple attempts at
optimization no conversion to product was observed and starting materials were recovered.

Though the work published by Hartwig and coworkers does present examples of
electron neutral and electron poor aromatics, they generally suffer from reduced yields.
These reaction conditions also require bulky ligands to aid in maintaining the appropriate
geometry to carry the transformation forward to the silylated product. This coupled with
the size of the starting material and the bulk of the silanes required to ensure the final
product possess the appropriate solubility to be easily processed into devices, makes the
necessary intermediate shown in Figure 3.6 very sterically crowded.
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Figure 3.6 Required transition state for iridium mediated silylation of
dioxane protected pyrene starting material.

3.2.4

Returning to Pyrene
After multiple attempts to optimize reaction conditions for these transition metal

mediated cross-couplings, it became apparent the tetradioxane protected starting material
did not possess the appropriate electronic environment to stabilize the post oxidative
addition intermediate required to initiate the desired cross-coupling reactions. In an effort
to generate a more electron rich intermediate, we decided to utilize a technique often used
in polymer chemistry to solubilize pyrene-based monomers59,61,68.

Figure 3.7 Synthetic route to generate 2,7-disilyl-4,5,9,10-pyrenetetraone.

Going through this reduction-oxidation synthetic route described in Figure 3.7 not
only allows us to silylate the pyrene core before functionalizing the K-region of pyrene,
but also gives us a much more electron rich starting material to facilitate the silylation at
the 2- and 7- positions.
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3.2.5

Utilizing a Common Pyrene Core

Figure 3.8 Full branching synthetic route to generate desirable pyrenediacenes and analogous
compounds based on a common silylated pyrene quinone starting material.

With the development of a directly silylated pyrene quinone core (5), Figure 3.8
describes the multiple branching synthetic pathways to a variety of useful PDA materials.
While our initial aim was to develop PDAs with an all carbon aromatic backbone
(compound 8), while attempting to optimize the conditions for the ring-closing bis-Wittig
reaction, we decided to utilize the more straight forward aza-acene synthesis to form
compound 6 to not only screen silanes for desirable packing motifs, but also asses these
Pyrenediazaacene (aza-PDAs) for potential uses in n-type devices. Utilizing this directly
silylated pyrene quinone also offers the ability to make tetracyano PDAs (7). Cyanosubstituted acenes have been shown to be excellent candidates for use in n-type OFET
devices, photoredox and electrocatalysis, as well as photosensitizers 69–71.
From the branching point of compound 5, the aza-PDA, and CN-PDAs were
successfully synthesized, though full characterization is still ongoing. Conditions for the
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bis-Wittig were unfortunately not fully optimized after a series of modifications. Varying
concentration, base, temperature, and use of ultrasonic vibrations have all, as of yet, failed
to produce the desired ring-closing bis-Wittig product (8).
A multitude of bases were utilized in an effort to generate the required ylide for the
Wittig reaction to proceed; NaOH, LiHMDS, KOtBu all failed to produce the desired
product. Additionally, we sought to reduce the initial concentration of compound 5 in both
degassed DCM and dry THF from 0.5 M to 0.01 M in an effort to promote the desired ringclosing Wittig over oligomer formation. However, the lack of appropriate base is currently
considered to be the primary reason for no observable production of the desired product.
While we have yet to observe any conversion to our desired product, we have observed, by
mass spectrometry and NMR, the production of triphenylphosphine oxide, implying that
the ylide is reacting with some oxygen source. Attempts to isolate and characterize the
undesired products have been unsuccessful thus far.
As noted in Figure 3.8, the next proposed set of conditions would be to generate
LiOH in situ with lithium metal in a degassed mixture of DCM and water. It is expected
that a dilute biphasic mixture of compound 5, ylide, and fresh LiOH should favor the
desired ring-closing bis-Wittig product over oligomerization and other undesired side
reaction products.
3.3

Aza-Pyrenediacenes: Packing, Electrochemical, and Optical Properties
After establishing a reliable synthesis to generate a variety of 2,7-disilylpyrene-

4,5,9,10-tetraones (5), we began screening silyl groups by synthesizing the aza-PDAs as
they are expected to exhibit similar packing motifs to the all carbon PDAs while conditions
were optimized for the bis-Wittig. Aza-anthracene-pyrene-anthracene (aza-APA),
compound 6, derivatives were made utilizing the following trialkylsilyl solubilizing
groups; n-Octyldiisopropylsilyl (nODiPS), tri-n-propylsilyl (TnPS), and tri-n-butylsilyl
(TnBS). Of these only one possessed the appropriate solubility to be recrystallized from
toluene. nODiPS aza-APA was incredibly insoluble in all recrystallization solvents used,
and remained too insoluble for NMR characterization beyond 1H NMR. TnPS aza-APA
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was unexpectedly too soluble in the range of recrystallization solvents tested, and was
unable to grow adequate crystals for XRD analysis.
However, TnBS aza-APA was easily recrystallized from toluene, and the structure
and packing were determined by XRD (Figure 3.9). We can see from the 2x2 packing cell
in Figure 3.9b, that the TnBS aza-APA adopts a 1-D slip stack packing motif and would
not be suitable for integration into devices, though as a proof of concept, it is very
encouraging.

Figure 3.9 TnBS aza-APA a) XRD crystal structure (hydrogens removed, and nitrogen atoms are
labeled for clarity), and b) 2x2 packing cell (hydrogens and alkyl chains removed for clarity).

Though our initial intention was to use the synthesized aza-PDAs as a quick and
easy screening method for determining appropriate solubilizing groups to achieve 2-D
crystal packing, TnBS aza-APA was subjected to cyclic voltammetry (CV) to determine if
they too would have any potential use as n-type OSC materials (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Cyclic Voltammetry trace for reduction of TnBS aza-APA. CV were run in 0.1 M
Bu4NH4PF6 in anhydrous THF with glassy carbon working, aluminum counter, and Ag/AgCl in 3 M
NaCl reference electrodes and ERed is referenced to Fc/Fc+.

In the CV of TnBS aza-APA we observed two fully reversible reductions occurring
at -1.57 eV and -1.76 eV, while no oxidation was observed. These values are comparable
to some of the previously reported ethynyl substituted aza-PDAs45,49,72. However, unlike
previously reported ethynyl substituted aza-PDAs, we observe two unique and fully
reversible reductions implying some amount of electronic communication across the
pyrene spacer, a property not typical of these pyrene delimited acenes and acene
analogues45,46,49,53,72.

Figure 3.11 UV-Vis absorbance of TnBS aza-APA compared to traditional linear acenes (left), and
absorbance emission traces for TnBS aza-APA used to estimate EOpt from the intersection(right).
Emission was induced by excitation with 350 nm source.

We can see in Figure 3.11 (left) that while TnBS aza-APA contains 8 linearly fused
aromatic rings (Figure 3.9a) it exhibits a max of 450 nm which is slightly red-shifted TiPS
anthracene (441 nm), but considerably blue-shifted form the larger acenes tetracene and
pentacene. We also see from the absorbance/emission traces (Figure 3.11, right) that the
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aza-APA compounds reported herein have an approximate optical band gap of 2.6 eV.
These values are consistent with compounds of this type and does indicate that the central
pyrene does limit the amount of electronic communication between the anthracene
subunits.
3.4

Summary
While the development of an easily derivatizeable disilylated pyrene core has been

a long and arduous process, we have developed a reliable, scalable synthesis to generate a
disilylated pyrene quinone core, allowing us to have an easily modifiable synthetic
branching point to generate a variety of potentially useful pyrenediacene compounds. In an
effort to screen solubilizing groups while optimized Wittig conditions were established, we
synthesized the much simpler azaacene derivative. Of the azaacene derivatives
synthesized, only the TnBS derivative grew suitable crystals for XRD analysis.
Unfortunately, this TnBS aza-APA crystallized in a 1-D slip stack motif, and thus not
suitable for integration into OFETs. This derivative was however still useful for
determining some of the optoelectronic properties that will be characteristic of this class of
PDA compounds.
From the UV-Vis and emission spectra, we confirm that these directly silylated
PDAs show little electronic communication across the pyrene spacer, in agreement with
published literature on trialkylsilylethynyl substituted pyrene delimited acenes and
azaacenes. However, the electrochemistry of TnBS aza-APA shows two distinct reversible
reductions, implying some level of electronic communication across the pyrene core in the
presence of an electric field an attribute not previously seen in analogous ethynylated
compounds. As we continue to test different trialkylsilyl solubilizing groups to achieve
appropriate 2-D packing, the extent of this cross-pyrene communication should be further
elucidated, not only for the aza-PDA derivatives, but also for the all carbon PDA
compounds currently in development.
3.5

Experimental
All chemicals utilized in the synthesis were purchased from commercial venders

and used without additional purification unless otherwise stated. Bulk solvents were
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purchased from VWR, while anhydrous, stabilizer free, THF was purchased from SigmaAldrich. NMR spectra were measured on either 400 MHz Bruker or 500 MHz JEOL
spectrometer, and all chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to their indicated
deuterated solvents. UV-Vis absorbance and fluorescence were measured with Agilent
Cary 60 UV-vis spectrometer and StellarNet Inc. fluorimeter respectively. Crystal
structures were collected and refined by Dr. Sean Parkin at the University of KentuckyDepartment of Chemistry using a dual-microsource Bruker D8 Venture -axis
diffractometer (MoK and CuK) with large-area ‘Photon-II’ CMOS detector.

O

O

O

O

Pyrene-4,5,9,10-tetraone (1):
Pyrene (1eq) was dissolved in DCM/THF (1:1) to a concentration of 0.08 M, and the flask
was charged with RuCl3•3H2O (0.1 eq) and NMI (5 mol%). Sodium metaperiodate (8.8 eq)
was dissolved in hot water and this solution was slowly added to the flask containing
pyrene. This flask was then fitted with a reflux condenser and placed in an oil bath heated
to 75 C overnight. Once the reaction completed, the flask was cooled back to rt and the
mixture was extracted into DCM. The DCM extracts were combined and then washed with
sodium thiosulfate solution. The organic phase was then collected and organic solvents
were removed under vacuum. The resulting solid was collected by filtering with methanol
to yield a bright orange solid (50 %). Characterization matches previously reported
data61,73,74.
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Br

O

O

O

O

Br

2,7-dibromopyrene-4,5,9,10-tetraone (2):
Compound 1 (1 eq) was added in small portions to conc. H2SO4 at a concentration of 0.25
M wrt 1 in H2SO4. The resulting blue-green solution was then transferred to an oil bath set
to 60 C. NBS (3 eq) was then added to the acidic solution in small portions. After all NBS
was added, the flask was heated at 60 C for 2-4 h. After reaction completed, the acidic
solution was poured into ice water. The resulting precipitate was collected by filtration to
yield a bright yellow solid (78 %). Characterization matches previously reported data61,74.
Br

HexO

OHex

HexO

OHex

Br

2,7-dibromo-4,5,9,10-tetrakis(hexyloxy)pyrene (3):
Dibromotetraone (compound 2, 1 eq) was dissolved in 3:2 DMF:H2O at a concentration of
0.05 M and degassed for 30 min. Once degassed, TBAB (0.7 eq) and sodium dithionite (6
eq) were added in single portions. The resulting mixture was allowed to stir at rt under inert
atmosphere for 1 h. Potassium carbonate (10 eq) and n-bromohexane (10 eq) were then
added and the resulting reaction mixture was then heated to steady reflux for 4 h and
allowed to cool back to rt. Once cool, the reaction mixture was extracted into ether and
washed with brine. The ether was removed under vacuum, and the crude oil was purified
on silica with 1:1 Hex:DCM as the eluent, to yield an off-white solid (55%).
Characterization matches previously reported data74.
General Procedure for Direct Silylation of Compound 3:
In a flame dried flask cooled under nitrogen, compound 3 (1 eq) was dissolved in dry THF
to a concentration of 0.1 M and cooled to -78 C. Once cooled, n-BuLi (2.5 M in Hexanes,
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3 eq) was added slowly, and the resulting solution was allowed to stir at -78 C for 3 h.
The desired chlorosilane (3 eq) was then added in one portion, and the flask was then
allowed to slowly warm to rt overnight. Once the solution was warmed to rt, the reaction
was quenched with ammonium chloride and extracted into ether. The organic fraction was
collected and solvents were removed under vacuum. the resulting oil was passed through
a thin pad of silica with 1:1 Hex:DCM to removed baseline. This resulted in an inseparable
mixture of desired silylated pyrene (Compound 4) and excess silane that was carried
through to the reoxidized tetraone (Compound 5) without further purification.
General Procedure for Oxidation of Silylated Pyrene (5):
Compound 4 (1eq) was dissolved in chloroform to a concentration of 0.04 M. To this
solution potassium carbonate (6 eq) was added, and the resulting mixture was cooled to
0C. Once cooled, bromine (4 eq) was added dropwise, and the reaction mixture was
allowed to stir at 0 C for 15 min. After 15 min, the reaction was stopped by diluting with
chloroform. The organic layer was then washed with sodium thiosulfate to quench excess
bromine. The organic phase was collected and solvents were removed under vacuum. The
resulting oil was dissolved in 1:5 chloroform:acetonitrile at a concentration of 0.06 M (wrt
starting material). CAN (2 eq) was added to this reaction mixture, and the flask was heated
to 70 C overnight. Once the reaction completed, it was diluted with DCM and washed
with water. DCM was removed under vacuum, and the resulting oil was then passed
through a pad of silica with 1:1 Hex:DCM as the eluent. Organic solvents were removed
under vacuum to yield a dark red oil (60 %).
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Si

O

O

O

O

Si

TnPS Pyrenetetraone:
1H

NMR (500 MHz: CDCl3) δ 8.54 (s, 4H), 1.36—1.31 (m, 12H), 0.95 (t, J = 7.3 Hz,

18H), 0.52—0.48 (m, 12H).

13C

NMR (101 MHz: CDCl3): δ 178.95, 142.54, 135.01,

133.32, 130.15, 18.98, 18.87, 17.21.

Si

O

O

O

O

Si

TnBS Pyrenetetraone:
1H

NMR (500 MHz: CDCl3) δ 8.54 (s, 4H), 1.39—1.22 (m, 24H), 0.93—0.87 (m, 18H),

0.49 (t, 12H).

13C

NMR (101 MHz: CDCl3): δ 178.70, 144.23, 144.27, 134.75, 129.84,

26.75, 25.60, 15.54, 13.88.
Si

O

O

O

O

Si

nODiPS Pyrenetetraone:
Prepared according to the general procedure. Characterization is ongoing. 1H NMR (400
MHz; CDCl3) δ 8.54 (s, 4H), 1.30—0.85 (m, 62H).
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General Procedure for aza-APA (6):
In a round bottom flask 2,3-naphtalenediamine (2.2 eq) was dissolved in glacial acetic acid
to a concentration of 0.025 M and degassed for 15 min. The desired silylated pyrene
tetraone was then dissolved in a minimal amount of DCM and added to the acidic solution
under nitrogen. Once all tetraone was added, the solution was allowed to stir at rt until
desired product crashed out of solution. The resulting precipitant was then filtered and
washed with MeOH to yield a bright orange solid (70%).

Si

N

N

N

N

Si

TnPS Aza-APA:
Prepared according to the general procedure. 1H NMR (500 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.83 (s, 4H),
8.91 (s, 4H), 8.16 (s, 4H), 7.54 (dd, J = 6.4, 3.0 Hz, 4H), 1.18—1.14 (m, 12H), 0.95 (m,
18H), 0.50 (m, 12H).

13C

NMR (101 MHz: CDCl3): δ 136.20, 134.01, 134.00, 131.68,

128.68, 128.67, 127.75, 127.71, 126.70, 18.73, 18.62, 16.95. MALDI-TOF calcd for
C54H58N4Si2 (M+) m/z = 818.420, found 818.130.
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Si

N

N

N

N

Si

TnBS Aza-APA:
Prepared according to the general procedure. Characterization is ongoing. MALDI-TOF
calcd for C60H70N4Si2 (M+) m/z = 902.514, found 903.002. mp: 233.34 C, determined by
DSC. Structure confirmed by XRD.

Si

N

N

N

N

Si

nODiPS Aza-APA:
Prepared according to the general procedure. 1H NMR (500 MHz; CDCl3) δ 9.84 (s, 4H),
8.99 (s, 4H), 8.21 (s, 4H), 7.63 (dd, J = 6.5, 3.2 Hz, 4H), 1.51—1.14 (m, 62H). 13C NMR:
Insoluble. MALDI-TOF calcd for C64H78N4Si2 (M+) m/z = 958.557, found 958.123.
General Procedure for tetracyano-PDAs (7):
In a flame dried flask cooled under nitrogen, o-xylenedicyanide (2eq) was dissolved in
NaOMe/MeOH (0.5 M, 8 eq) and cooled to 0 C. The desired silylated pyrene tetraone was
then dissolved in dry DMF at a concentration of 0.3 M and added to the basic solution
dropwise. The resulting solution was then allowed to warm to rt overnight. Once the
reaction completed it was diluted with MeOH and the resulting precipitate was filter and
washed with MeOH to yield a dull yellow solid (55 %).
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N

N

Si

Si

N

N

TnBS-CN-PDA:
Prepared according to the general procedure. Characterization is ongoing. C60H66N4Si2
(M+) m/z = 898.483, found 898.391.

N

N

Si

Si

N

N

TnPS-CN-PDA:
Prepared according to the general procedure. Characterization is ongoing. 13C NMR (101
MHz; CDCl3): δ 162.63, 129.98, 129.55, 128.35, 126.65, 126.58, 126.41, 125.83, 125.65,
116.61, 18.71, 18.60, 16.34.

4, 5, 9, 10-tetramethylpyrene:
Characterized as the primary undesired byproduct of metal halogen exchange of compound
2. Characterization matches previously reported data 75.
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O

O

O

O

O

O
O

O

Pyrene-4, 5, 9, 10-tetra(ethyleneglycol)ketal:
Characterized as the primary undesired product of metal-halogen exchange on compound
2-2. Characterization matches previously reported data76. Structure confirmed by XRD.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1

Conclusions
Continued study of novel organic semiconducting materials is crucial for the

development of materials capable of achieving µ that are able to compete with amorphous
silicon. While it is highly unlikely and impractical to replace silicon based electronic with
OSCs, the development of new materials with µ comparable to amorphous silicon allows
us to expand the uses of OSCs into applications where traditional silicon-based electronics
are ineffective or impractical. Over the many decades of study in the field of OSC
materials, a foundational base-set of knowledge has been built up that defines many of the
crystal engineering principles that drive the development of new materials. CHAPTER 1
introduces some of the fundamental concepts to consider when developing novel OSC
materials. Though it is important to develop materials that are capable of close π-π
interactions, simple proximity of molecules within a lattice does not necessarily yield high
mobility devices. In order to maximize electronic coupling between molecules, adequate
in-phase molecular overlap must be considered. Even though we often focus on the static
solid-state properties of the materials we synthesize, it is also important to consider the
dynamic motion of these compounds under standard operating conditions as that motion
can greatly affect electronic coupling and thus charge transport. Through synthesis, we are
able to fine tune the solid-state properties of these materials in order to induce desired
crystal packing and maximize these intermolecular interactions.
CHAPTER 2 explores the effect asymmetry has on these foundational principles.
By utilizing a highly asymmetric aromatic core, where one side is 1.01 Å shorter than the
other, we demonstrated that some of the established crystal engineering principles remain
unchanged. However, the increased asymmetry of the ATT core generated new problems
that required unique solutions to address. Utilizing the TiPS solubilizing group which
commonly helps 5-ring systems adopt 2-D crystal packings led to the ATT to adopt a
unique ‘slipped-brickwork’ packing. After achieving a more traditional brickwork packing
with the use of iPDiPS solubilizing group, the 2-D packing materials were integrated into
devices. Though the output characteristics were modest and the devices generally suffered
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from charge injection issues, these are preliminary devices and with further device
optimization, we hope to see improved output characteristics.
CHAPTER 3 outlined the synthetic development of a functionalized pyrene core
that can then be utilized in a variety of branching synthetic pathways. By directly silylating
the pyrene core, we were able to maintain separation of the solubilizing group from the
aromatic backbone, which is essential for achieving favorable crystal packing. This direct
functionalization also eliminated the need for laterally flexible ethynyl linkers which can
introduce a great deal of dynamic disorder into the crystal lattice under normal operating
conditions. While further investigation is needed to determine the degree to which this
dynamic disorder is reduced, the development of a directly silylated pyrene core offers
multiple synthetic paths to synthesize useful materials for these studies as well as for
integration into devices.
The work presented herein underscores the importance of applying long established
crystal engineering techniques on nontraditional chromophores. As we continue to broaden
our understanding structure function relationships in OSC materials it is important to
determine how structural factors such as asymmetry, and solubilizing group attachment,
affect the well-established crystal engineering methods developed since TiPS pentacene.
This work presents a preliminary exploration of these topics and further work is expected
to continue to further elucidate how these structural factors affect not only material
properties but also crystal engineering techniques.
4.2

Future Work
In Chapter 2.3.1 we discussed how effectively removing four hydrogens, TiPS

compared to iPDiPS, allowed us to convert the unique slipped brickwork packing of FTiPS ATT, to the more traditional brickwork packing of F-iPDiPS. To further expand on
this, it would be beneficial to synthesize both the diisopropenylisopropylsilyl, and
triisopropenylsilyl ATT derivatives in order to obtain a full series and determine what
effect the isopropenyl substitution is having on the solubilizing group, as well as strive for
more beneficial packing with stronger electronic couplings.
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Additionally, expanding the synthesis into the higher acenes would also be
beneficial to further elucidate the effects of asymmetry on material properties and crystal
engineering. Figure 4.1 details the proposed synthesis of tetracenethienothiophene. While
anthracenedicarboxylic anhydride is commercially available, at the time of writing this
thesis it is only available in low mass quantities at a price point of $712/g. Additionally,
anhydrides and dicarboxylic acid precursors larger than anthracene are not currently on the
market, adding additional synthetic steps to the original synthesis.

Figure 4.1 Proposed synthesis of tetracenethienothiophene utilizing commercially available 2,3anthracenedicarboxylic anhydride.

One potential method to circumvent this is to generate the thienothiophene
anhydride as proposed in Figure 4.2. This method generates a common starting material
that can be used for a series of acenothienothiophene as well as acenodithienothiophene
syntheses to generate much longer acenes. As discussed in Chapter 2.5, a considerable
increase in stability was observed comparing F-ADT to its constitutional isomer F-ATT,
as the higher acenes are well known to suffer from stability issues, it would be useful to
expand the acenothienothiophene series to see if the thienothiophene moiety produces a
similar stabilizing effect for larger acenes.
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Figure 4.2 Proposed synthesis of thienothiophene anhydride as an alternative route to synthesize
higher order acenothienothiophenes (n ≥ 3).

As noted in Chapter 3.2.5, further optimization is needed to yield the desired ringclosing bis-Wittig product. Generating this all carbon pyrenediacene is necessary to further
determine the effects of dynamic disorder within a crystalline network. As stated
previously, the next proposed conditions are to generate fresh lithium hydroxide in situ
using lithium metal. Additionally, cooling the reaction to -78 C has been shown
throughout the literature to aid in analogous ring closing Wittig reactions.
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Figure 4.3 Proposed alternative synthesis for to generate directly silylated pyrenediacene

While the ring-closing bis-Wittig is the most appealing synthetic route as it
minimizes the number of synthetic steps. If efforts to optimize the reaction conditions
continue to be unsuccessful, there are still many potential synthetic routes to achieve our
desired product. Figure 4.3 outlines one such possible route. Starting from the 2,7disilylpyrene-4,5,9,10-tetraone, we can generate the more traditional 1,4-quinone
intermediate by oxidative ring closure using a gold catalyzed reaction (Figure 4.3, middle).
From there we can utilize standard cava conditions to generate an acenequinone
intermediate, and rearomatize to yield our desired silylated pyenediacene. While this
synthetic route does considerably lengthen our overall synthesis, it does represent one of
many potential alternative pathways to achieve our desired all carbon pyrenediacene.
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